Opening Salvo [editorial]

The Veil Drops
(the State (of Emergency) demystified)

Close Supervision Centres
(extermination units in the U.K. penal system)

“Into Her Inner Chambers”
(technocratic rationalising of human reproduction)

Bristol, Britain’s Flagship ‘Smart City’
(the chilling rise of the cyber-physical environment)

Spoilt for Choice
& bringing the battlefield home to the military and their collaborators

'Torn From Ourselves'
(understanding the ‘capture’ of unbridled sexuality as intrinsic to domestication and racialising)

A Flourishing Movement and a Laboratory of Repression
(a conversation about anarchic struggle in Mexico, and not only)

'Towards the Unknown'
& Why Attack the Ministry for Communications and Transport?

Portrait of the Invisible Woman in Front of Her Mirror
(disowning the straitjackets thrust upon her)

… and more!
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